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MORE DEBT, MORE UNEMPLOYMENT
PEACE IN OUR TIME
THE LONDON SITE VALUES RATING BILL
- T H E SPEAKER'S RULING
NATIVE SETTLEMENT AND LAND PRICES
of the Speaker of the House of Commons
that the London County Council's Bill for rating site
values should not be allowed to proceed as a Private
Bill prevented the House from considering and debating
it on Second Reading. This is unfortunate, although it
is probable, in view of the fact that nearly two hundred
Conservative Members had put down a motion for
rejection, that it would have been defeated on Second
Reading and not referred to a committee for the detailed
consideration usually given to Bills promoted by local
authorities.
Mr Herbert Morrison then took the only course
immediately open to him of asking leave under the
" ten minutes " rule to introduce the measure as a
Public Bill. This allowed of only one short speech on
either side, and the motion was defeated. It may be
remarked that a majority of the London Members who
voted favoured the Bill, and if it had been left to their
votes leave would have been given for its introduction.
T H E RULING

Although it is disappointing that the proceedings on
the Bill terminated so abruptly in this way, the London
County Council has nevertheless rendered a public
service of the utmost value. It has produced a measure
in which the whole of technical difficulties arising out
of the application of the principle to our complicated
land system and rating system have been satisfactorily
solved without compromises. No criticism has been
made of the drafting of the Bill. It has led to widespread discussion all over the country which will
have done much to enlighten public opinion and to
induce many to understand the importance and value
of the proposal. The Bill remains as a precedent to be
used when a more favourable opportunity occurs, not
merely for promoting a Bill for London, but a Bill which
will apply to the whole country.
It is to be hoped that other local authorities will
continue to press Parliament to enact legislation. Many
local authorities have already done so. This is a matter
too which should be made an issue by the political
parties at the next general election which cannot now
be very long delayed. It is something which affects
every citizen and which has a direct bearing not merely
upon the amount of rates he pays, but upon the solution
ol the housing problem, the cost of land for public
improvements and many other matters.

The share that will go to the land monopoly of the
huge expenditure on national defence is being illustrated by startling examples, and more and more
disclosures of this scandal are certain. On the one hand,
the levy of severe and repressive taxation to pay the bill
(or the " passing on " of the cost to the next generation,
by loans, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer pretends
is the case) ; and, on the other hand, the gift of huge
sums for mere permission to defend the land.
*

*

#

The London Star of 16th February reported that
arrangements had been completed by the War Office
of 6,000 acres of Lord Cawdor's Stockpole estate, near
Linney Head in Pembrokeshire, which will cost about
£250,000. A quarter of a million pounds ! The land
is to be used for a new tank range, which will be the
biggest in the country.
#

*

*

The Times reported on 25th February that at a
meeting of the Camps Sub-Committee of the Council
for the Preservation of Rural England, discussing the
proposed evacuation camps with camp schools and
holiday camps, a suggestion that a piece of agricultural
land might be chosen for a camp site was sufficient to
send its value up from £ 1 5 an acre to £ 5 0 an acre.
*
#
*
A member of the Camps Committee, M r R. G.
Langley-Taylor, said : Speculation in land values is
already taking place. One of the essentials in any
National scheme is to prevent such inflated prices being
paid for the necessary land. At present speculation in
the value of land starts whenever it is needed for use.
Land which is bought to preserve the rural amenities
of the countryside and the town frequently changes
hand at greatly inflated prices, and the same thing is
likely to happen on a large scale in connection with
these camps.
*

*

*

More doles to agriculture have been announced
in the House of Commons. The new Minister of
Agriculture, Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith, who has been
president of the National Farmers' Union, stated on the
23rd February that after a review of the situation the
Government had decided to give additional assistance
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to barley and oats. H e did not say what the addition
amounted to ; but already in December, 1938, the sum
of £4,000,000 was granted for this purpose.
Mr
Herbert Morrison asked whether the Minister could
give any indication of the total cost to public funds
" involved in the Government's efforts to retain the
support of the agricultural constituencies," but there
was no reply.
O n the same day, in Committee on Supply, the
Minister of Agriculture moved for a supplementary
sum of £156,100 for the salaries and expenses of the
Land Fertility Committee and contributions towards
the cost of acquiring and transporting lime and basic
slag incurred by occupiers of agricultural land.
There is no stopping these subsidy schemes once they
have begun. In spite of, if not because of them,
the distressful state of agriculture remains. Farmers
have to be helped to pay their rents or the interest on
mortgages of land bought at monopoly prices. T h e next
stage in this vicious circle is the plan the Minister
for Agriculture is formulating to guarantee the prices of
produce, which will of course be no good unless they
raise the price to consumers ; at the same time they will
boost the rents and prices of agricultural land.
*

*

*

Barra, in the Outer Hebrides, is an island where
one would think that land could be had dirt cheap.
U n d e r natural conditions it would be away beyond the
" margin of production." But the island is owned and
the people on it can speak as truly as any people about
the distressed areas. O n e acre of land was wanted for
housing at Castlebay. T h e owner's agent demanded an
annual feu of £ 1 2 which corresponds to a price of £240
for that acre. All the machinery of the County Council,
the Public Health Committee and the Department of
Health had to be put into operation to secure that acre—
letters, enquiries and the rest. T h e country clerk said
the Department of Health had agreed to the £ 1 2 feu
duty in order to avoid delay although they considered
it excessive. After discussion (the whole is reported in
the Glasgow Herald of 11 th J a n u a r y ) , the Committee
agreed to enter into arbitration. With whom ? Why
should it lie within the power of the person calling himself the owner of the island to have any say about the
terms on which the people living there shall have the
right of a roof over their heads ? But the experience of
far away Barra is no different from that of all communities suffering under the blight of land monopoly.
*
*
*
Some time ago the waterside workers at Port Kembla,
Australia, went on strike, refusing to load pig-iron,
which was being sent to J a p a n in completion of a private
contract. T h e strike was settled on 21st J a n u a r y , but
the men's unions asked the Government to ban the
export. T h e Government was " not prepared to
impose ' sanctions,' except in conjunction with other
countries."
M r Lyons, the Prime Minister, gave his
reasons, reported by the Times correspondent (15th
February, 1939) as follows :—
T h e Government (he said) were compelled to
view the position from the widest national aspect,
including the effect on other industries and all
Australian interests, of any interference with the
ordinary flow of trade. I n the present unsettled
state of the world the action suggested by the unions
might be fraught with grave consequences.
Unless M r Lyons said more than he meant, this
announcement should herald the abolition of the
Australian tariff—one of the worst examples of the
sort of " interference with the ordinary flow of trade,"
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which is one of the admitted causes of " the present
unsettled state of the world."
•
*
•
T h e Daily Express, issues of 11 th and 13th J a n u a r y ,
has discovered and made much of the fact that colleges
like those of Oxford and Cambridge and schools like
Eton or Harrow are exempt from taxation on their
revenues. They pay no income tax on the rents they
receive as landowners. This is because, under the law,
they are regarded as " charities." Yet the colleges are
among the largest landowners in the country. Latest
figures showed that Oxford owned 179,000 acres in
forty-seven counties and Cambridge 115,000 acres in
thirty-nine counties.
T h e tax-exemption enables those interests to pocket
the whole rent of the land with corresponding loss to the
revenue or increased tax burdens on other citizens.
T h e economic effect is to give the colleges a specially
favoured position whenever land is in the market, for
they can of course afford to pay just so much more as to
beat any competitive buyer who will be subject to the
income tax on the rent. They have free scope in their
land speculations, buying absolutely tax-free and
rate-free agricultural land, to hold against the time
it can be sold again at a handsome profit.
Here we have a landowning element enjoying quite
indefensible privileges under the existing system. Their
opposition to the direct taxation of land values is on that
ground likely to be all the more forceful and already
they have shown their hand plainly enough. At the
same time the argument is doubly strengthened that
when the taxation of land values takes effect, no land
value, in whatever hand it may be, shall stand exempt.
•
*
*
T h e view is expressed now and again by some, who
ought to know better, that Building Societies would
be adversely affected if we took taxation off houses and
placed it instead on the value of land. If argument
may not set these fears at rest just a little practice ought
to do so. T h e Building Societies themselves know so
very much better. I t is reported in the Sunday Times
of 29th J a n u a r y , from Sydney, Australia, that one
prominent English building society has decided to open
offices in all the States and will provide £10,000,000
sterling for initial investment, followed by approximately
£3,000,000 a year. T h a t is surely very interesting.
Throughout the State of Queensland, no local rate is
levied on any building—rating of land values is everywhere in force. In New South Wales, save for the
water and sewerage in the Sydney and Hunter River
districts, the rating of land values is universal. Why
then should this Building Society transfer such a large
amount of its investments to places where land values
are rated, if it is true that the application of the same
policy in Great Britain would injure or nearly ruin them?
But of course the political adversaries of the land value
policy are never at a loss for any canard, however absurd.
*
*
*
T h e spreading tentacles of London helped to make
£400,000 for a youth who set u p as an estate agent
when West Hampstead and Golders Green were still
under the plough. This is the romance behind the
announcement {News Chronicle, 2 nd February) that
M r Ernest Owers, of the West Hampstead Estate Office,
who died last year, aged 78, left a fortune of £400,790.
As a boy he worked in a small estate office opened by
his father at Shepherd's Bush. When he was 19 he
opened his own estate office at West Hampstead. He
had so little capital that he often had to walk home
to Shepherd's Bush. T h e spread of London became
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more rapid and brought success to him. Extension of
the underground railway to Golders Green—then fields
and narrow country lanes—brought new opportunities.
Those fields were worth only a few pounds an acre.
To-day the land round Golders Green station is valued
at £7,000 an acre.
*

*

*

T h e Dundee " Local Parliament " after debate, and
without a division, adopted the " B u d g e t " on 16th
January. This provided, among other things, for an
annual tax of 2d. in the £ levied on the capital value
of all lands (but excluding improvements) in the United
Kingdom.
M r James Coutts, acknowledging assistance
and information, writes : " We had quite a good debate,
and while a few of the real true blues bitterly opposed
the Land T a x proposal several supporters of the
National Government were in favour oFit on account
of the Penny Post and the Motor Taxation. T h e discussion, we think, has been worth while, and more
particularly as it has caused some of the younger
members to think seriously on taxation matters. It
is 56 years ago since I was one of the little band of five
who organized Henry George's first meeting in Dundee.
The ink was not black enough for some of us in those
days, but we have lived to see more sane views and the
cause is bound to come to fruition some of these days."
*

*

*

An inviting " Easter Youth Conference," under the
auspices of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, is being
held from 6th to 11th April at Kent College, Canterbury. T h e Conference membership fee, including
residence at the College, is the very modest sum of
30*. Enrolment should be made (enclosing 2*. 6d.
booking fee, being part of the inclusive 30*.) to the
Fellowship of Reconciliation, 17 Red Lion Square,
London, W . C . I . T h e Conference is inviting to our
readers, especially because the study book will be the
Rev. Leslie Artingstall's Towards a Christian Economic, an
outstanding chapter in which is the explanation and
advocacy of the Henry George principle and policy for
building a state of Social Justice. M r Artingstall's
book will be sent on receipt of the Conference booking
fee.
*

*

*

The Chartered Surveyors' Institute issued last month
an important and interestingly objective study of the
L.C.C. Bill for the Rating of Site Values. Extensive
extracts from this Memorandum, with a review of it,
will appear in next month's Land & Liberty.

The London County Council and the
Rating of Site Values
New Pamphlet
Explaining in 48 pp. the L.G.C. Bill and its objects;
reporting the debates on it in the L . C . C . ; reprinting
the correspondence in The Times; and providing a most
instructive statement of the arguments replying to the
contentions of those who oppose the principle and
policy of Land Value Rating. This pamphlet should
be in the hands of everyone interested in good government and just taxation. Let us send you a copy. T h e
price is 3d., post free.
Published by the
UNITED COMMITTEE FOR T H E TAXATION OF LAND
VALUES, LTD., 3 4 KNIGHTRIDER STREET, LONDON, E . C . 4
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HENRY GEORGE CENTENARY
International Conference in New York City
I N CELEBRATION of the hundredth anniversary of the
birth of Henry George (2nd September, 1839) an
International Conference from 30th August to 2nd
September, 1939, will be held in the Hotel Commodore,
New York City. T h e bodies responsible for the
arrangements are the Henry George Foundation of
America, the International Union for Land Value
Taxation and Free T r a d e and the Henry George
School of Social Science. T h e executive offices are at
30 East 29th Street, New York, with M r Frank Chodorov
as acting Secretary in association with the Executive
Committee, of which the chairman is M r M a c V. Edds.

With this announcement, we convey a cordial
invitation to all our readers to enrol as Members
whether or not they can attend. Notification of the
intention to be present should be sent as early as
possible by American friends to M r Frank Chodorov,
at 30 East 29th Street, New York, and by friends in
other countries to ourselves at the International Union.
T h e Conference membership fee is 5*. ($1), giving
adhesion to the purposes of the Conference and helping
to provide its necessary expenses. T h a t fee does not
include provision of the papers that will be printed
and published for discussion, and as a permanent
record of the proceedings. For the supply of these
papers an additional fee will be charged which has not
yet been fixed (since that depends on the number of
the papers that will be provided), but it is not likely
to exceed 5*., or $1 per set.
Conference arrangements as far as the time-table
and the platform are concerned are in the hands of
the New York Executive Committee ; the International
Union has charge of the printing and publication of
the Conference papers.
T h e three bodies under
whose auspices the Conference is held will be associated in the issue of the postal invitations to all on their
respective mailing lists.
T h e International Union, at 34 Knightrider Street,
London, E.C.4, offers all assistance in its power to
ensure the success of the Centenary gatherings of
societies, leagues and groups wherever they may be
held ; and to co-operate in providing material for Press
and other publicity connected therewith. Responsible
organizers are asked to communicate place and date
of these meetings, well in advance of the event, so that
a n interchange of greetings shall take place. I n particular the service of a " multiplied p u b l i c i t y " is
offered, whereby friends who have prepared material
for the newspapers or for radio addresses would send
their manuscripts to the International Union, receiving
in exchange duplicated copies of such material that
all other centres have made ready. This, it is thought,
will be of very great assistance, if it is achieved, enabling
each centre which joins in the exchange to have a
sufficient number of articles, written by authorities in
their own and other countries, to supply the newspapers
each with material that it alone publishes.
Already a considerable correspondence has accumulated contributing valuable suggestions and promised
assistance from Victoria, South Australia, New South
Wales, various States of the United States, Germany,
various Canadian Provinces, Denmark, Norway, France,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Holland, South Africa, Ireland,
Ceylon. W e can hope to see a simultaneous and
effective demonstration paying deserved tribute to the
name and fame of Henry George.
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IN HIS speech at Blackburn on 22nd February the
Prime Minister stated that the average expenditure on
armaments during the five years, 1931 to 1935, was
£114,000,000. In 1936 it rose to £186,000,000, in
1937 to £265,000,000, in 1938 to £406,000,000, and the
estimate for next financial year was £580,000,000. In
the House of Commons the previous day, on the resolution to increase the Government's borrowing powers
from £400,000,000 to £800,000,000, he indicated that
it might be necessary at a later date to ask for further
powers to borrow, and he pointed out that in addition to
interest on debt and sinking fund there would be substantial additional charges on the annual revenues of the
country for the maintenance of the larger war establishment which is being created.
At the same time as this staggering expenditure is
being incurred the number of those out of work has
risen to more than 2,000,000, and other economic
indicators confirm the impression that trade and
production are on the down-grade. Thus, a larger and
larger proportion of a diminishing output is being
diverted to non-productive purposes which add nothing
whatsoever to the current income of consumable goods
and services and which create no capital resources which
would aid production in the future.
T h e outlook is not merely gloomy, but alarming. It
foreshadows during the next few years a progressive
reduction in the standard of living of the majority
of the population and particularly of those who have to
depend upon their exertions for a living. How deplorable the effects of this will be upon the physical and
mental health of our people is self-evident in the light
of the reports which have been published in recent years
on the extent and effects of mal-nutrition.
T h e gravest danger, however, is the gradual submergence of the ideal of economic and political freedom.
As we have seen again and again throughout history
the organization of a nation at war involves the subordination of all other ends to that end, and the greater
the scale of the war and the longer its duration the more
completely does the nation become subjected to the
dictatorship of one or a few individuals. T h e same
applies, though in less degree, to the organization of a
nation in preparation for war.
T h e task of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries was to emancipate men from restrictions which
prevented freedom of economic and political action, to
destroy the privileges of the few in order to enlarge the
rights of the many. It has been forgotten that this task
is far from completed, that the remedy for the evils
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which now exist is more freedom and not less, to destroy
privileges and not to create new ones.
T h e pressure of interested groups upon governments is
creating new privileges stronger and more pervading
than those which our ancestors destroyed during the
period of political revolution. Legislators have abrogated their function of seeing that justice is done and
equality preserved between man and man. They hand
over to a triumvirate, accountable to no man, the power
of deciding that this interest or that shall be shielded
by a protective tariff which will enable it to levy toll
upon the consumers of its products. They hand over
to a marketing board or other body, unaccountable to
Parliament or to the public, the power to decide how
much of this or that shall be produced and what price
shall be charged for it.
These policies are leading directly to the creation of a
totalitarian state in which the individual will count for
nothing and in which all will be organized to suit the
pre-conceived and narrow notions of a small body of
men who by superior cunning or superior demagogy
or by mere accident secure the control of the State.
They are breaking down the world-wide division of
labour and exchange of products upon which the
economic development of the modern world has rested.
They are destroying even internal freedom of exchange
and co-operation. They are driving the world back to
the isolation and barbarism out of which by so many
centuries of effort it was lifting itself.
It is an alarming prospect. It requires the efforts
of all men who cherish the ideal of freedom to reverse this
trend. It requires unwearying and devoted endeavour
to re-establish the principle that freedom of production
and freedom of exchange must be maintained and extended. Neither peace nor any other good thing can
be had except upon the basis of equality of opportunity
between all men and all nations. It is only upon that
foundation that the spirit of man can grow and expand.
This country cannot lay down for other nations the
policies which they should follow, but it need not be an
imitator and participator in false policies. It can pursue
in its domestic affairs the policy of destroying privilege
and securing equality, and if it does so it may set an
example which will turn the world from the path of
destruction to that of peace.
By Henry George
New Edition : Cloth, 1J. In Marone
limp rexine, gold lettering and gilt top, 2s.
SOCIAL PROBLEMS.
New Edition : Cloth, li.
PROTECTION OR FREE T R A D E (Abridged).
Stiff paper covers, 6d.
Cloth, 1*.
T H E CONDITION of LABOUR. Cloth, 1J.
A PERPLEXED PHILOSOPHER.
Cloth, 2s.
" Gift Edition " of the above five books specially bound in
Red Rexine, post free, l<Xf. 6d. home ; 12J. 6d. abroad.
PROGRESS AND POVERTY.

Other Authors:
A new, comprehensive and up-to-date Work
on Land-Value Taxation. By FREDK. VERINDER.
Cloth,
2s. 6d.
L A N D - V A L U E R A T I N G . Theory and Practice. By F. C. R . Douglas,
L.C.C. Cloth, 2s. 6d.
T H E T R U E NATIONAL DIVIDEND.
The Pros and Cons of Social
Credit. By W . R . LESTER, M . A .
id.
A G R E A T INIQUITY. By Leo Tolstoy.
3II.
Full list of 66 titles from Id. upwards from the Henry
George Foundation 34 Knightrider Street, London, E.C.4.
L A N D AND FREEDOM.
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PEACE IN OUR TIME
By Chapman Wright
IT IS the common man who bears the brunt of war and
its evils. Yet the common man is a quiet law-abiding
citizen. Foreign common men are much like ourselves. But along comes one of our " uncommon "
men and tells us that the foreigner is going to take
the bread out of our mouths by claiming land thousands
of miles away. We must therefore conscript, arm to
the teeth and set out to mutilate, blind, wound, and kill
as many foreigners as possible. So there is no Peace
in our time. But is it the foreigner who takes the bread
out of our mouths, or is it our own unjust laws which
bring so many to unemployment and near to starvation ?
It is a curious thing that m a n is the only animal
that is content to starve in the midst of plenty. Consider the rabbit. Rabbits may not be specially " brainy,"
yet they seem free to eat and burrow to their hearts'
content. Suppose they adopted our system and allowed
a few rabbits to own the field as a monopoly, would they
not speedily be afflicted with the same evils as ourselves,
paying tribute for permission to live, with overcrowding
and sem-starvation ; and blaming " foreign " rabbits
in the next field as causing their troubles ! Even
rabbits avoid this. Those of us who " have more brains
than a r a b b i t " should use them for tracing effect to
cause.
Let us face facts. Land monopoly results in millions
having a constant struggle to live. The men who
suffer do not realize the basic cause of their misery,
and therefore are easily deluded by the " patriotic "
cry of " Down with the foreigner." Thus no entreaties,
no prayers, no efforts of Peace Associations, or Leagues,
will secure Peace in our time while there remains the
fundamental iniquity of land monopoly.
There is a method of dealing with this land problem
which will end the withholding of land for mere speculation or sport yet cause no disturbance to those who
put their land to appropriate use.
This is the reform : " Let the State call upon all
landowners to contribute to national and local revenue
according to the value of the land they own, whether
the land be used or kept idle."
It should be borne in mind that the value that
attaches to land is due to no individual effort or enterprise, but solely to the growth of the community. Thus
sites in New Street, Birmingham, reach an annual value
of £20,000 per acre. This land value is renewed every
year merely by the proximity of a million inhabitants.
Land Value is the just fund to provide national and local
revenue.
By collecting this new Land Value revenue, we can
un-tax earned incomes, food and other necessaries. We
can also remove the rates from houses and shops. T h e
small owner, putting his land to appropriate use, would
find that the saving by the removal of other rates and
taxes would far more than compensate him for his
small land value tax. As long as this tax is paid he
will remain in full undisturbed possession of his land.
But no one would retain land except for appropriate
use. Who, indeed, would lose money every year by
retaining idle or half-used land when once the State
began to collect a contribution levied according to its
value if fully used. Land Monopoly would be ended.
Tens of thousands of vacant building sites, and millions
of acres of labour-starved food-producing land would
be open to appropriate use on fair terms. T h e effect
would be like the discovery of a new colony at our own
doors, opening u p avenues for every kind of industry.
Intensive and scientific cultivation of our labour-

starved soil would produce vast food supplies, making
the nation largely self-supporting. In exchange for
this agricultural produce there would be the finest
market in the world for our town goods. It would
no longer be men hunting jobs, but jobs hunting men.
Wages and salaries would rise accordingly. These
earnings would be spent and further increase the
demand for labour. All anxiety about getting a living
would disappear, and industry, freed from rates and
taxes, would boom.
What serious cause would there then be for war ? It
is not the foreigner who takes the bread out of our
mouths. It is our unjust land laws which permit a few to
monopolize the bulk of the land where all must live,
move and have their being. These laws can be speedily
changed. Taxation is imposed every year in the
Annual Budget. To obtain an instalment of the reform
it is only necessary to levy in the next Budget a tax on
the annual land value of, say, four shillings in the pound,
and to remove other taxes pro rata. T h e Budget, being
outside the control of the House of (Land) Lords, the
reform would be in partial operation within twelve
months. Additional instalments of the tax could be
levied in future Budgets until the total annual land
value made by the people was collected yearly and used
for national and local revenue. T h e land will then be
national property in accord with the dictates of justice.

WHEN IS LAND NOT LAND?
A Ratepayers' Association and a Subtle
Distinction
the conundrum put to delegates at this week's
meeting of the Federation of Ratepayers' Associations
of Middlesex, when the London County Council's Bill
for the rating of site values was referred to.
It was recommended that all associations should
interest themselves since, prophesied the Rev. T . W.
Oswald-Hicks, of Winchmore Hill, this was likely to
become a " burning question " in the near future.
When a delegate suggested that Foram arrange for
an address on the subject of taxation of land values,
several delegates hastened to point out that Foram was
non-political and that such a subject was political,
while others pointed out that there was a difference
between " taxation of land values " and " rating of
site values."
No one, however, appeared to know what the difference was,
which prompted M r E. A. Warren, of Southgate,
Foram's popular " wag," to put his conundrum.
Mr R. W. Buss, of Hornsey, was not impressed by
the suggestion of political implications.
" Is there ever any question in local government or
parliamentary affairs which is not political ? " he submitted. " If ever there were a time when the community should take u p the question of land values
or site values—there is not much difference from a
political standpoint—the time is now."
T h e feeling of some delegates was that the London
County Council's proposed rating of site values was but
the " thin edge of the wedge " towards taxation of
land values.
It was finally decided to arrange for a speaker to
give an address on the rating of site values—not taxation
of land values—and such speaker to be made aware of
the fact that F.O.R.A.M. was non-political.
[We give this report as it appeared in the Wood
Green Herald, 17th February.
E D I T O R , Land & Liberty.]
T H I S WAS
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LONDON RATING (SITE VALUES) BILL
MR SPEAKER'S RULING

(House of Commons, 8th February.)
M R H. G. W I L L I A M S : M a y I address you, sir, a
question of which I have given private notice, namely,
whether you have considered the provisions of the
London Rating (Sites Values) Bill, and whether, in view
of the questions of public policy and the issues raised
by its provisions, they should not more properly be
embodied in a public rather than in a private Bill ?
M R H E R B E R T M O R R I S O N : Before you give a
Ruling, sir, if it is your intention to give a ruling upon
this Bill, I should like you and the House to give me an
opportunity to submit certain considerations as to
why this Bill should be allowed to proceed. It is a
Bill to bring into rating certain property, namely,
land, which is now not a subject of rating, and the
object of the promoters is to bring justice and relief
to the general body of ratepayers. There are certain
exemptions in the Bill, and it would be competent
for the Committee upstairs to consider any representations as to further exemptions. T h e Bill is promoted
by the London County Council. It is approved by
a majority of the metropolitan borough councils, and
has been approved by the people of London at two
London County Council elections. All that we are
asking is that the Bill should be considered at the hands
of Parliament, that all the interests and the arguments
should be heard, a n d that Parliament should then
resolve upon its conclusions as to the Bill.
I wish to submit to you that there are certain precedents for proceeding with a Bill of this kind. There
is, first, the precedent of the London Rating (Unoccupied
Hereditaments) Bill, 1936, which brought into partial
rating certain property which hitherto had not been
rated. A point of Order was raised with you, and
the Bill was permitted to proceed. T h e London
Building Acts, which restrict owners of property in
London very seriously, have been dealt with by Private
Bill Procedure. There were Bills a few years ago for
the co-ordination of London passenger traffic promoted by the then London County Council and the
London traffic combine, which materially altered and
involved great questions of public principle in the
control of London passenger transport. They were
permitted to proceed. There was in 1926 a Newcastle
Corporation Bill, which proposed powers for town
planning built-up areas, which were then outside the
scope of Public Acts respecting town planning, and
obviously affected property owners within the city of
Newcastle. T h a t Bill was permitted to proceed and
was actually enacted. T h e London County Council
promoted a Bill affecting the green belt in London
and the H o m e Counties, and notwithstanding that a
wide area of the country and very extensive areas
outside the council's area were involved, that Bill was
permitted to proceed, and it found its place on the
Statute Book. Moreover, it is well known that Private
Acts affecting London have been frequently before
the House and have been proceeded with. M a n y of
them actually involved the amendment of Public Acts.
I further submit that London rating is already exceptional in relation to rating in the rest of the country.
It is a distinct code, with distinct provisions from the
rest of the country. This Bill proposes to preserve
that general code. I t proposes no repeal of general
Public Acts, not one, and, indeed, all it proposes is

that a new column should be put into the valuation
list and that land should be brought into rating. T h e
authorities for rating would remain the same under the
Bill, and the procedure would remain substantially
the same. It is, indeed, I submit, only a modification
of the London Rating Acts. There are, it is true, many
opponents of the Bill who have deposited petitions, and
it is, of course, right that they should be heard in
Committee, and that their friends, or those who agree
with them, should argue their case on the Floor of the
House, but it seems to us that this is a legitimate Bill
for the House to consider. Administratively it will work
even though it will be a somewhat different system from
that in the rest of the country, and I venture to submit
that the Bill ought to proceed.
If you will permit me, I will refer to one other point.
There was a ruling by M r Speaker in 1895 with regard
to the London Valuation and Assessment Bill. The
Speaker at that time ruled that that Bill could not
proceed, on the following grounds : the magnitude of its
scope, the magnitude of the area, and the multiplicity
of the interests involved. I submit that that precedent
would largely fall now, because there are many Private
Acts for London which have proceeded notwithstanding
those objections. T h a t Bill repealed Public Acts of
vast magnitude and covering a vast area. This Bill
repeals no Public Acts. T h a t Bill, the Speaker held,
affected not only local rating but Imperial taxation.
This Bill does not affect Imperial taxation. T h a t
Bill, the Speaker held, involved interests which were
much more than local. This Bill is a London Bill.
It may affect people who do not live in London, but
that is equally true of the London Building Acts and
amendments thereto which have passed through this
House. Finally, that Bill proposed to create a new
court in the matter of assessment. This Bill does
nothing of the kind. I n these circumstances, having
regard to the strong feeling which exists for the Bill—
and I admit that there are strong feelings against it on
the part of those who have a right to be heard—I ask
in view of the precedents, in view of the nature of
the Bill and in view of the fact that it does not repeal
general legislation, that the Bill should be permitted
to proceed.
M R S P E A K E R : In reply to the question of the hon.
Member for South Croydon ( M r H. G. Williams), I
have, of course, given the fullest consideration to whether
this Bill should be introduced as a Private Bill or should
be a Public Bill. T h e right hon. Member for South
Hackney (Mr H. Morrison) has put many points before
me which, of course, I have considered carefully before
coming to a decision. T h e Bills which have been
allowed to proceed as Private Bills have never raised
questions other than practically local questions, and
have never sought to alter the whole basis of taxation
by a Private Bill. As regards the London Valuation and
Assessment Bill, 1895, no doubt some of the reasons
which the Speaker of that day gave why that Bill should
not be introduced as a Private Bill are not relevant
to the' present Bill, but there are certainly two of the
objections which induced him to form the opinion
that that Bill had to be a Public Bill which apply to
this Bill. O n e reason he gave was the magnitude of
the area and the multiplicity of the interests involved,
and the second that it involved interests which were
much more than local. Taking that as a precedent,
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and having considered whether this Bill should be introduced as a Private Bill or a Public Bill, I have come to
the conclusion that since it raises questions of public
policy of great importance, and affects interests of vast
magnitude, interests which are much more than local,
the Bill ought to be introduced as a Public Bill and
cannot be allowed to proceed as a Private Bill.
M R H . M O R R I S O N : M a y I ask you, sir, whether,
in reaching the conclusion which you have intimated to
the House, you have taken into account that 1895 is a
long time ago and that since then the attitude of this
House, on both sides, to questions involving property
has been modified, and that considerations which
might have been applicable in 1895 may not be necessarily applicable in 1939, when the Houses of Parliament,
both of them, have taken different views on questions
affecting the rights of private property ?
M R S P E A K E R : I have taken that point into
account. I am quite aware of the fact that since those
days of 1895 and the formation of the London County
Council, which controls a large area, many things have
been done by Private Bills which formerly would not have
been done in that way, but they have been Bills granting
some exemptions from rating or instituting some new
system of valuation based upon the existing rating
law, and none of them has made a fundamental alteration in the law of rating. Taking that into account, I
still think that this particular Bill can only be introduced
as a Public Bill.
M R M O R R I S O N : O n that point, may I submit for
your consideration that this Bill does not propose a
fundamental alteration in the law of rating ? It is
limited to the point of introducing a supplementary
and new source of rating for the purpose of relieving the
general body of existing ratepayers.
M R S P E A K E R : T h a t point has been considered.
T h e rating proposals in this Bill have never been introduced in any previous Private Bill and this Bill does
make a fundamental alteration in the law of rating.
M R M O R R I S O N : M a y I put one final point to you,
sir ? If I introduce this London Bill as a Public Bill
may I assume that there can be no question that I shall
then be in order ?
M R H . G. W I L L I A M S : Would not such a Bill
require a Financial Resolution, and could it not be
introduced only by a member of His Majesty's Government ?
M R M O R R I S O N : There will be no expenditure of
public funds under the Bill.
M R S P E A K E R : I could not give a definite answer
to that point. As a Public Bill this Bill would have to
go before the Examiners.
SIR P E R C Y H A R R I S : Are you aware, M r Speaker,
that the Chancellor of the Exchequer introduced a Bill
dealing with this matter in a Public Bill and endeavoured
to get a Second Reading for it under the T e n Minutes
Rule?
M R S P E A K E R : T h a t may be the case.
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THE SPEAKER'S RULING
Some Press Comments
IT IS very unfortunate that this very proper desire
of the L.C.C. to levy a rate on site values in the metropolis has received a check. T h e propertied interests
which are so well represented in this Parliament were
preparing a formidable attack on the Bill, and its
passage would have been very doubtful. Nevertheless,
the L.C.C. has an excellent case and we hope that its
proposal will soon be revived through some other
procedure.—News Chronicle, KM February.
T h e Speaker's ruling on the London County Council's
Bill for the rating of site values brings out an inflexible
element in our system of Parliamentary government.
Because a measure " raises questions of public policy
of great importance and affects interests of vast magnitude " (in the Speaker's view) it cannot be promoted
as a Private Bill and must be taken as a Public Bill.
And since the opportunities for the promotion of
Public Bills are limited and since there is even the
possibility (on which the Speaker declined a ruling)
that it might only be possible to deal with the subject
through a Government measure, it will be seen that
our greatest local governing authority is virtually
debarred from testing the opinion of Parliament on
a reform of the first moment. T h e Speaker's ruling
is final, and although M r Herbert Morrison, for the
County Council, was able to point to many far-reaching
changes recently carried through by Private Bill, the
argument cannot be pursued. It is regrettable, because
an experiment in the rating of land would be extraordinarily valuable, and there is no area in which it
could be more properly carried out than London.
Now it appears that no experiment in broadening the
financial basis of local government and amending our
unsatisfactory rating system is possible, much as the
elected bodies and the electorate of an area may desire
it, unless the Government of the day assumes the
initiative. A method of local finance that has been
advocated for forty years (the London County Council's
first Bill on it was in 1901) and is widely adopted
abroad is pushed back indefinitely. — Manchester
Guardian, 10th February.
London and Parliament are again in opposite camps,
and, from the respective edifices on either side of Westminster Bridge, schemes and counter-schemes are being
hatched. Yesterday the Speaker ruled the L.C.C. Rating
Bill out of order on the grounds that such an important
matter could not be introduced as a Private Bill.
Thus ends, for the moment, one of the biggest campaigns for years. Both Labour and the Tories have
been distributing leaflets and covering the hoardings
with huge posters for and against the Bill, which seeks
to levy a rate of 2*. in the £ on site values, thus making
land, as well as buildings, pay its quota of rates. It
is claimed that as a result of such a sharing of the
burden, the ordinary ratepayer would pay less.
There was some surprise that the Tories lead by
M r H. G. Williams resorted to tactics of procedure and
standing orders to kill the Bill when they were practically certain of defeating it on a vote. T h e reason
obviously is that they did not want the electoral embarrassment of voting against a Bill that is popular with
London ratepayers, but conflicts with Tory policy
which London has rejected.
For more than thirty years the rating of site values
has been a matter of keen feeling in London, when men
like J o h n Lewis, of Oxford Street, led the demand.
Now, when there seemed a possibility of success, Parliament has once again flouted the will of London.—
The Star, 9th February.
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L.C.C. BILL: MOTION UNDER " T E N MINUTES" RULE
(House of Commons, 15th February)
M R H E R B E R T M O R R I S O N : I beg to move,
" T h a t leave be given to bring in a Bill to provide
for the rating of the annual site value of land in the
administrative county of London ; and for purposes
connected therewith."
I am asking the House to be good enough to permit
me to bring in the Bill in order to modify the rating
system obtaining in the Administrative County of
London. As things are now, the whole of the rates
payable to the local authorities in London are raised
from the occupiers, namely, the ordinary citizens,
the residents, the shopkeepers and the business undertakings. They carry the whole burden of London rates.
T h e purpose of the Bill is to relieve the burden that that
general body of ratepayers carries. T h e one class in
the community who, as such, bear no rate burden at all,
are the owners of land. Landowners, as such, are
paying nothing whatever towards the cost of local
government, and yet there is no section of the community
which benefits more from the existence of the community and the work of the local authorities than the
landowning class, particularly in the Administrative
County of London. T h e value of land in London
would be negligible if the population of London did
not exist. T h a t , I understand, is agreed on both
sides of the House. If there were no population in
London to work, if the area were depopulated, or agricultural, the value of the land would be either nil or
negligible.
T h e value that attaches to London land attaches to
it because a community of millions of people is at
work in the City, and the landowners are living upon the
backs of those people. T h e community itself, the
millions of people in London, could not live in this
great City if the local authorities did not discharge
many statutory duties and conduct many public
services. Unless the local authorities existed and
worked, the community could not live a civilized
existence in London, and, therefore, the value of the
land would not exist. In these circumstances, it is
not only grossly unjust, but it is really a piece of characteristic landowning impudence that these landowners,
who benefit so much from the existence of the community and from the work of the local authorities,
should be specifically exempted from contributing
their share towards the work of the local authorities.
I am bound to say that if I were the Duke of Bedford
I would have had too much sense of shame to have
petitioned against the Bill on this subject which was
recently submitted to Parliament. T h e general body
of ratepayers, including the residents, the little shopkeepers, the business men, the lower middle class, the
owner-occupier who is purchasing his house under a
loan from the local authority or building society—
all this body of ratepayers are paying more rates in
order that landowners shall pay no rates ; and we say
that it is unjust, and that it is the duty of the House
to give justice to this general body of ratepayers.
It is proposed in the Bill that the London County
Council, through the boroughs, shall be enabled to
levy a rate of 25. in the £ on the annual value of land.
It is estimated—including the high value land of the
central areas in London—that that will produce a
revenue of £3,000,000 a year. T h e £3,000,000 a
year is equal to a shilling county rate, and that will
enable us to relieve the burden falling on the general
ratepayer by a shilling in the £ . Therefore all the

general body of ratepayers will be better off, and the
owner-occupier on balance will be financially definitely
better off than he is now. T h e Bill provides for the
exemption of certain lands, and of course it will be competent for other cases to be argued in Committee. But
those are the principles upon which the Bill proceeds.
It takes away the privilege that the landowners now have
at the expense of other sections of the community. It
is a Bill for the relief of the general body of London
ratepayers. It is opposed, it is true, by certain vested
interests, who always oppose the interests of the community, and doubtless those vested interests will always
find their appropriate form of expression. But this is a
Bill which is in the interests of the masses of the people
of London. It is a Bill which is based upon fairness
and justice to the average ratepayer, and I ask the
House to give me permission to bring in the Bill.
M R H. G. W I L L I A M S : The right hon. Gentleman
in introducing the Bill suggested that because landowners as such are not rated, the rate being something
paid by the occupier, landowners contribute nothing
to the cost of local government. If the right hon.
Gentleman will take the trouble to examine the financial
statement presented to us by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer last April, he will find therein Parliamentary
grants to the tune of about £168,000,000 to the local
authorities. T h a t sum is obtained from the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom, to which all
landowners contribute according to the system of
taxation imposed upon them.
(HON.
MEMBERS :
" O h ! ") Certainly ; they pay income tax, if they are
rich they pay surtax, on their death they pay estate
duties—at least the inheritors do—and in connection
with transfers they pay Stamp Duties ; and every
statement which the right hon. gentleman has made
to-day is factually inaccurate.
T h e right hon. gentleman in introducing this Bill is
not being in the least original. I imagine that he must
have been stimulated to it by his recent visit to the
United States, where some 50 or 60 years ago one Henry
George sought election as Mayor of New York. H e did
not get in, though I understand he had a great many
fanatical supporters, many of whom, of course, were
wealthy manufacturers of a Radical tinge, who always
thought it a good idea that public attention should be
withdrawn from their profits by concentration on the
incomes of the landowners. Accordingly, when Henry
George died, a gentleman, Mr. Joseph Fels, who used
to sell Fels-Naptha soap, became the standardbearer of this great cause of the single tax, which is
now out of date because the whole income from land
is only about one-tenth of our Budget and Landlordhunting was, of course, a pet hobby of that not too
considerate group of employers who belonged to what
was called the Manchester School. T h e right hon.
Gentleman's idea that this proposal is popular is one
of the delusions from which he suffers. He is, I understand, one of the opponents of the Popular Front, but
to-day he hopes to lead a Popular Front into the lobby.
It is the only thing which hon. Members opposite think
is popular, but they are wrong. There are to-day in
London hundreds of thousands of small owners who
are going to be irritated beyond measure over the whole
problem of valuations. It is curious that the right hon.
Gentleman, like the Bourbons, can never learn anything.
T h e right hon. Member for Carnarvon Boroughs (Mr
Lloyd George) invented a system of land taxation
which at least theoretically had merits far beyond this,
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but he was ultimately forced to witness the spectacle
of that system of taxes being dropped by a Government of which he was Prime Minister. He had to
choose the tax or office, and he preferred the office.
Then, again, the right hon. Gentleman, who was then
Chancellor of the Exchequer, afterwards Lord Snowden,
introduced the same idea in 1931. It is true that he
had ceased to be a member of the Government when
the idea was abandoned.
But as we prefer the continued employment of the
people in those trades which would be affected, rather
than the mere electoral advantage which is perhaps
more prominent in the right hon. Gentleman's mind,
the House will, I hope, reject the Bill. T h a t it would
gravely prejudice the building trade, which is now
undergoing some measure of decline, is obvious ; that
it would prejudice every manufacturing industry, would
undo some of the merits of the De-rating Act of 1929,
which was introduced to enable us to meet foreign
competition is also obvious.
The House divided : Ayes, 135 ; Noes, 229.
The supporters included 114 Labour Members and
the following Liberals : R. T. D. Acland, D. O. Evans,
D. Lloyd George, Miss Megan Lloyd George, F.
Kingsley Griffith, Sir P. A. Harris, G. le M. Mander,
Major G. Owen, W. Roberts, J . A. de Rothschild,
Sir H. M . Seeley, Sir A. Sinclair and H. Graham
White ; the following National Liberals : Sir Murdoch
MacDonald, G. A. Morrison and J . Henderson Stewart ;
the following Independents : C. V. O . Bartlett and T . E.
Harvey ; also W. Gallacher, Communist, and J . Maxton
and C. Stephen, Independent Labour Party.
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RESTRICTION SCHEMES
Professor Jewkes's Warning

PROFESSOR J E W K E S , of the
Manchester University,
speaking to the Liverpool Economic and Statistical
Society (Manchester Guardian, 18th February report)
stressed the dangers that lay in the restriction schemes
now being widely adopted in British industry.
Some of these schemes, he said, had been organized
by business men without State intervention, but the
majority were due to the active intervention or encouragement of the State, as in the production and
distribution of coal, milk, bacon, potatoes, hops, cotton
goods, iron and steel. This changing attitude on the
part of the State had gone along with a growing
emphasis upon the role of the producer in society
and a diminishing attention to the interests of the
consumer.
How far was this growing State intervention rational
and how far did it amount merely to surrender to
relatively small groups of producers who happened
to be important politically or who could utilize the
forces of propaganda skilfully ? O n many grounds
there were reasons to suspect that the central schemes,
while bringing gains to a minority, seriously endangered
the interests of the consumer and created maladjustment in the economic system, and hence lowered the
general working efficiency of the community.
It was often argued that the various restriction
schemes were merely scientific experiments which might
be modified or discarded, as occasion demanded.
But it was seriously to be questioned whether this in
fact was the case. It was always very difficult to
Statement by Mr Herbert Morrison
determine what their results had been ; the experiInterviewed after the Speaker's ruling, M r Herbert ments never seemed to be carried out consistently,
Morrison, L.C.C., M.P., said :—
and certainly they were difficult to discard if they
" T h e Speaker's decision is, of course, final in these failed, because they built up vested interests which
matters, but I may be permitted to be very sorry about could not easily be swept away.
it from the point of view of the general body of London
MONOPOLY POWER
ratepayers.
Most of the schemes really constituted devices by
" This was a Bill that would have relieved their
burden by transferring part of the rates to landowners which producers could exercise monopoly power. But
who, as such, now entirely escape the payment of there was a disposition among business men to seek
rates, notwithstanding the enormous advantages which to rationalize their actions. They argued that their
they reap from the very existence of London and its industry was necessary for national defence ; or they
declared that competition was too slow ;
or they
government.
" It would appear that Parliamentary standing pointed to the wastes of what was described as
orders and traditions are very ' sticky ' as to the privi- " ruinous internal competition " ; or they argued that
leges of property owners.
Traditions and standing the schemes would increase technical and commercial
orders of Parliament have been handed down from the efficiency ; or they saw the schemes as a first step
dark and backward days of the nineteenth century, towards rationalization in distribution ; or they conand we are not even permitted to have a stand-up fight sidered the schemes as the only democratic form of
on the floor of the House of Commons for what we control in industry.
It was sometimes difficult to pass judgment upon
believe to be just.
" T h e landed dukes who were among the leaders of these claims because they were advanced in vague
the opposition to the Bill have for the time being won language, but most of the schemes as they stood had
certain features in common. They all sought to
a bloodless victory."
monopolize a commodity or service ; they all stressed
Municipal Support for L.V. Rating
the importance of the uniform price ;
they all
attached importance to a mythical unity in industry ;
ANSWERING M R A N D R E W M A C L A R E N (Stoke-on-Trent,
Burslem) in the House of Commons on 23rd February, and many of them now appeared to be working towards
M r Elliott, the Minister of Health, said that he had a system of price discrimination which might have
received resolutions from 30 Local Authorities in important repercussions.
favour of granting to Local Authorities powers to rate
" T h e great dangers arising out of the schemes are
land values. Sixteen of these resolutions had been that the steady expansion and diversification of the
from London.
(This was since the London County economic system will be retarded and that economic
Council had decided to introduce its Bill.—EditorL. &L.) policies in the future will be decided by the skill with
which an industry can put its case to the public or by
Numerous questions about land prices for school sites the political power of which an industry disposes.
were answered in the House of Commons on 23rd And the growing irrationality of the economic system
may have serious general and economic reactions."
February. The facts will be given next month.
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" SINGLE-TA]C GEORGE"
title M r Arthur Birnie has written for the
Discussion Books Series (Thomas Nelson & Sons, Ltd.,
2s.) an account of the life of Henry George. Although
the main facts of his career are stated correctly, the
tone and outlook are entirely misleading. Henry
George is presented as a " frustrated idealist." " Disappointment and frustration dogged his footsteps."
There is no warrant for this view in the various books
about him which have been written by those in a
position to know. Indeed, there are still with us many
who could testify to the contrary. H e was an idealist
and a n optimist. He saw quite clearly that he had
propounded a theory which challenged existing institutions and habits of thought that would not easily die,
and he lived to see it make more progress than could
have been expected in one man's lifetime.
Numerous inaccuracies of detail arise from M r
Birnie's misconception of Henry George's character.
I n reference to a conversation with his mother at the
age of eighteen on the subject of slavery, when in reply
to her suggestion that the majority of slave-owners
were doubtless " humanely disposed people," he said
that the question was not what they " seemed likely to
d o " but what they " could d o , " M r Birnie says :
" Already the intransigeance of the abstract reasoner
was beginning to show itself." But was it a matter of
abstract reasoning or a burning question of h u m a n
rights and h u m a n liberty that was to plunge the United
States in a short time into the miseries of civil war ?
W h e n Henry George asked for a n increase in his
salary as managing editor of the San Francisco Times,
M r Birnie calls him a swell-headed young fellow.
Referring to Henry George's correspondence with J o h n
Stuart Mill over the question of Chinese immigration
M r Birnie talks of the " facile optimism of the nineteenthcentury liberal " (Mill), and implies that George published the correspondence in order to gain for himself
profitable publicity.
I n dealing with the history of the San Francisco
Evening Post M r Birnie says that Senator Jones of Nevada
was persuaded to put $48,000 into the enterprise. T h e
fact is that Jones offered the money. M r Birnie goes
on to say that George's schemes for establishing a
morning paper and a n illustrated Sunday newspaper
were knocked on the head when Jones asked for his
money back. I n fact the morning paper was started
and a Sunday edition which was the first illustrated
Sunday paper ever published.
Senator Jones
demanded repayment or the transfer of the enterprise
to him at a time of financial crisis when the Bank of
California had suspended payment. T o suggest that
this was all due to George's sanguine temperament is
surely misleading.
Similar belittling of George's character is found in
the suggestion that the economic misfortunes of himself
and his family were due to his " careless temperament,"
and to his " blowing " any surplus cash he had " on
some luxury like horse-riding." T h e facts are that he
bought the horse when editing the Evening Post, his
financial circumstances then justifying it, and he rode
it to and from his office, but as the story is here told
it would appear that this happened during the period
of straitened resources after he lost that paper.
Referring to the occasion when Henry George and
his family were the guests in London of Miss Helen
Taylor, the stepdaughter of J o h n Stuart Mill, M r
Birnie says that " possessed of great wealth, she amused
herself by supporting all kinds of advanced causes."
Both items in this description of Miss Taylor are misleading. M r Birnie then goes on to say that she made
U N D E R THIS

a complete conquest of George by telling him that
" she accepted his theory, with a reservation about
compensation to landowners," and that he immediately
wrote her down as " one of the most intelligent women
I ever met." If this story were true George would not
have so described her. Miss Taylor's views on compensation were these : " First let the landlords pay to
the nation the back taxes of four shillings in the pound
on the actual value of their land from the time of
Charles II—from which time they have been paying
little or nothing—and, moreover, let them pay the
nation interest and compound interest on the money
thus withheld, and then out of this great fund we can
compensate the present individual cases."
Let us now turn to what M r Birnie has to say in
criticism of George's theories. In his view the weak
link in the chain of reasoning is the assumption that
land is the " only form of wealth that can be
monopolized." But, says M r Birnie, " what about
capital ? Capital is scarce as well as land. . . . T h e
employer, too, is a monopolist, because he owns or
controls that scarce commodity, capital, without which
modern industry could not be carried on." T h e
syllogism here appears to be :
Everything that is
scarce is monopolized. Capital is scarce. Therefore
capital is monopolized. M r Birnie might have gone
one better. H e might have said: Everything that has
value is scarce. Therefore everything that has value is
monopolized.
T h e fallacy arises from failure to define the term
" monopoly." Monopoly arises when one person, or
a body of persons, are in the position to control the
supply of any article, and use that power to diminish
the supply and raise the price so as to procure a greater
net return than could be obtained in competitive
industry.
M r Birnie, if he wishes to grapple with this question,
must explain the circumstances which permit monopoly.
There are many well-known examples such as railways,
telegraphs, gas and electricity. Whence arises the
monopoly of the companies which controls such undertakings ? Does it arise from the ownership of capital ?
There are many undertakings which can manufacture
rails and locomotives, telegraph wires, gas pipes and
retorts, electric cables and generators. Do they, apart
from such of these articles as may be patented, possess
a monopoly? Surely not. The monopoly arises from
the exclusive right, granted by the State, to provide a
certain service within a defined area and to exclude
competitors. I n some of these cases, it is instructive
to note that the monopoly has been impaired by the
discovery of new means of rendering the service which
are outside the legal monopoly granted by the State.
Thus the invention of the internal combustion engine
has impaired the monopoly of the railway companies,
and the invention of wireless telegraphy has impaired
the monopoly of telegraphy by means of wires. It is
also worth noticing that the State in both these cases
has intervened, not on the side of consumers, but on the
side of monopolists, in the one case to protect the railways
against the competition of road transport, and in the
other as a telegraph monopolist to protect itself against
the competition of wireless telegraphy. It may also be
true that it is not practicable to provide sufficient
channels over or under the ground or through the
ether to enable free competition to subsist in these
enterprises, but the fact remains that the monopoly
exists because of restrictions on supply sanctioned by
the State.
Without digressing further, the point is that monopoly
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is not a necessary condition for the supply of all com- obscurity. T h e truth is t h a t they have become p a r t
modities and services. I t can exist only under certain of the common inheritance of the English-speaking
circumstances which prevent free competition. Henry world, and that they are influencing the thought and
George was quite well aware of this. H e not only actions of men who have never read him. A large
wished to secure equal rights to land by taking land body of legislation is already in operation applying his
values for public revenue and so preventing the holding proposals to local taxation in the British Dominions and
of land out of use, but he also advocated the abolition Colonies and in Denmark. T h e action of hundreds
of all protective tariffs (in which he would have included of municipalities in this country in seeking similar
quotas a n d other trade restrictions). For the rest he powers is ultimately d u e to H e n r y George. T h e camsaid • " W i t h respect to monopolies other t h a n the paign over the Budget of 1909 (imperfect as it was)
monopoly of land, we hold that where free competition and the destruction of the powers of the House of Lords
becomes impossible, as in telegraphs, railroads, water over financial measures and the curtailment of those
and gas supplies, etc., such business becomes a proper powers over other legislation are traceable to the same
social function, which should be controlled and managed source. This is no insubstantial achievement during
by and for the whole people concerned, through their the course of sixty years in face of the opposition of a
powerful and well-entrenched vested interest. I t is
proper government, local, state or national, as may be.^
Finally, a word about the notion that H e n r y George s given to few men to accomplish so m u c h in so short a
ideas are an exploded fallacy and have sunk into

THE SPEAKER'S RULING
"Private" Bills and "Public" Bills
of the Speaker of the House of Commons
that the London County Council's Bill for rating of site
values could not be allowed to proceed as a Private
Bill a n d ought to be introduced as a Public Bill raises
an issue which is of great importance to local authorities
and other bodies which have the power to introduce
Private Bills. T h e power to introduce Private Bills
is not confined to local authorities, b u t extends also
to railway companies, gas companies and other public
utility undertakings. I t is constantly and extensively
used for the purpose of conferring upon such bodies
powers which they do not at present possess.
U n d e r that procedure the Bill is referred to a special
committee of the House of Commons before w h o m
persons or bodies which have petitioned against the
Bill can appear and b e heard by counsel. T h e r e is,
therefore, greater facility for opponents to make their
views known and to have them considered t h a n in the
case of a Public Bill. T h e whole procedure is completely under the control of Parliament.
T h e real distinction between the two kinds of legislation is t h a t under Private Bill procedure the promoters
and the opponents of the measure have some certainty
that the proposal will receive consideration, while
under Public Bill procedure the opportunity of a Bill
introduced by a private M e m b e r receiving consideration
is extremely limited because the Government controls
the allocation of time for discussion. Unless, therefore,
the Government is prepared to find space in the Parliamentary time-table, the chance of a Public Bill making
progress is extremely small.
I t is undoubtedly for that reason t h a t the opponents
of the London County Council sought the Speaker s
ruling. T h e y took that means of preventing a discussion
on the Bill and of preventing it from making progress.
T h e ground of the Speaker's ruling is t h a t the Bill
" raises questions of public policy of great importance,
and affects interests of vast magnitude, including interests
which are more t h a n local." I t is somewhat difficult
to understand what the point of the phrase " interests
which are more t h a n local " m a y be. T h e Bill proposed to impose a rate on the value of land in London
and only in London. T h e owners of t h a t land may
reside elsewhere, but even at present occupiers of business a n d commerical premises are liable to pay rates
in London although they may reside elsewhere. I t
was a proposal to rate for local purposes land which
is benefited in value by local expenditure and local

T H E RULING

activities, and would seem in that respect to be a proper
subject for Private Bill procedure.
I t is true that the Bill raised a question of magnitude
a n d importance. If it had not, there would have
been little excuse for promoting it in the first place.
But other Bills raising questions of magnitude and
importance have been allowed to proceed. Examples
were given by M r Herbert Morrison in the very able
submission which he m a d e to the Speaker before the
ruling was given. O n e was the Bills for the co-ordination of London traffic promoted some years ago by
the London County Council a n d the London traffic
combine, which would have m a d e a fundamental
alteration in the whole of the control and powers of
providing passenger transport by underground, tramcar
and omnibus not only in London, but in a still greater
surrounding area.
Although the only example of a special local system
of rating in England is the special power enjoyed by the
Corporation of the City of London to rate empty
property, there are numerous examples in point in the
British Dominions, where it is quite common for local
authorities to possess optional powers to rate site values,
and where there are numerous examples of various
systems of rating being in operation in adjoining
municipalities.
I t is m u c h to be regretted t h a t a ruling on what is
largely a technicality should have prevented the
London County Council from proceeding with its
measure. This is all the more deplorable when
instructed opinion is coming to the conclusion that the
present system of local taxation is rapidly breaking down
and some new system must be devised.
Those who have the interest of local government at
heart will, at any rate, be grateful to the London
County Council for having prepared its Bill, which has
solved all the technical and administrative problems
which would arise in applying the rating of site values
in this country.
All power to London County Council in its effort
to force its Rating of Sites Values Bill on to the Statute
Book ! M r Speaker has banned the Bill on a political
technicality ; b u t rating and taxation of land values
cannot longer be delayed if considerations of social
justice a n d economic necessity are to guide our national
policy. M r Morrison promises us that, although the
L.C.C. challenge to the land monopoly has been stalled,
it has not been stopped. H e has the country behind
h i m in his determination to carry the challenge to a
successful issue.—Reynolds' News, 12th February.
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WHY RENTS AND RATES ARE HIGH
Reviewed in " Labour "—February, 1939—Journal of the Labour Party
S I N C E H E N R Y G E O R G E ' S Progress and Poverty was published
60 years ago, many books have been written concerning
the taxation and rating of land values. Some have
further expounded the theory, others have dealt with
particular aspects of the problem such as the effect
upon national and municipal finance, monopolies and
public and semi-public undertakings. Hitherto, however, no book has been available giving the facts concerning the excessive prices paid for land, or details
regarding the ineffectiveness of compulsory purchasing
powers in preventing local authorities from having to
pay extortionate prices.
T h e volume under review, Why Rents and Rates are
High, supplies 600 examples of the results of land
monopoly in town and country. It contains a foreword
by M r C. R. Attlee, M.P., and an introduction by
M r R . R . Stokes, M.P. for Ipswich, who is an enthusiastic
advocate of land value taxation.
We are told that the London County Council paid
£107,868 for nine purchases of land for parks, the
same land being assessed for rates at an annual value
of only £988. T h e same authority bought eight
pieces of land for cottage housing estates the purchase
price of which was nearly £1,000,000.
T h e land
had previously been assessed at an annual value of
just over £7,000.
A question in the House of Commons in July last
year elicited the information that 105 sites, compulsorily acquired under authority of the Board of Education for a period of three years, cost £218,477. T h e
area was 290 acres and, as it was either agricultural
land or vacant land, it was exempt from contribution
to local taxation. Details of the 105 sites are given.
Some years ago the late M r C. T . Cramp, then
General Secretary of the National Union of Railwaymen, stated in the columns of the Daily Herald that the
railway companies had paid on an average £1,000
for each mile of land purchased. This may be an
average, but we are informed in the book that the
London and South-Western Railway Company paid
£4,000 per mile, the Great Western and London and
North-Western paid £6,300 per mile, the London
and Brighton £8,000 per mile and the London and
Bristol £790,218 for land at the rate of £6,696 per
mile.
In 1832 the London and Birmingham Railway
Bill was thrown out of the House of Lords. T h e
directors eventually secured the powers they required,
but " the land which was over-estimated at £250,000
cost three times that a m o u n t . " (A History of English
Railways, by J o h n Francis.) T h e railway companies
are now demanding a " square deal." They desire to
raise railway fares and rates in order to pay interest
on invested capital. T h e information given above
will indicate how much railway stock has been watered.
T h e same argument applies to other industries.
Big stores such as Harrods and Selfridges purchased
their sites many years ago. Their large profits represent
in the public mind interest on capitalist enterprise. A
considerable portion is, however, unpaid rent that
would fall into the pockets of the landlords if the
premises stood on leasehold instead of freehold sites.
Thus are some issues frequently obscured.
M a n y municipalities have demanded powers to rate
land values. Names of 222 local authorities which,
since 1919, have passed resolutions on the subject
are supplied. A further chapter deals with Land

Values Taxation in practice and gives information
regarding its progress in Denmark, New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa, Canada and Pennsylvania.
The section of the book dealing with the Speakers'
Notes issued by the Conservative Party in opposition
to the taxation of land values is particularly useful. It
gives the Tory argument, the objection to the argument,
and comments thereon.
T h e book is well indexed, and of a convenient size
to slip into the pocket. Every platform speaker and
propagandist should obtain a copy.
WHY R E N T S A N D RATES ARE
By A. W. Madsen, B.Sc.
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ANDERS VEDEL
we were grieved to have a letter from
Mrs Vedel saying that her husband Anders Vedel had
succumbed three weeks before to the long and painful
illness from which he had been suffering. He died in
the hospital at Skive, in the vicinity of which is his
home, and the People's High School of Krabbesholm,
where he had been the Principal for a number of
years. His loss will be severely felt in those educational
circles where he occupied such a prominent and distinguished place. And to the Danish Henry George
Movement, as well as to the International Movement,
the loss is very great.
Anders Vedel had devoted his life, inspired by the
spirit of its founders, to the education and elevation of
his fellow countrymen through the People's High
School system, where service is so nobly given by the
teachers to whom their work is a labour of love. He
was one of the ablest on the staff at the school Jokob E.
Lange (now retired) had at Odense, from which he
passed on to Roskilde to be the Principal there, and
then to his beloved and beautifully situated Krabbesholm, a one-time Danish manor. In the autumn of
1937 he visited Australia, where he was one of the
Danish representatives at conferences in the main
cities, held under the auspices of the New Education
Fellowship and the Australian Council of Educational
Research ; and as an educational authority, as well
as in connection with the peace movement, he had
travelled much in Europe.
Those of our co-workers who attended the Copenhagen and Edinburgh International Conferences will
remember his genial presence and his remarkable proficiency as an interpreter, based not alone on his knowledge of the English language or German or French, as
well as his native Danish, but his own quick intelligence,
and, above all, his profound understanding of the
Henry George philosophy. His pen had been used
in many writings in the exposition of the truths he held
dear ; and for ourselves, in the " International," we
have on record the brilliant paper on War and the Land
Question he gave us in Edinburgh. T o Mrs Vedel
and the children, as to our colleagues in Denmark, we
extend our heartfelt sympathy in their bereavement.
O N 10TH FEBRUARY
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NAL NEWS
SOUTH AFRICA
Native Settlement and Land Prices
The Cape Times, 17th January, in a leading article,
says :—
Members of the public who have in the past felt
concerned about the seemingly outrageous prices sometimes paid by the Government for land intended for
native settlement will derive little comfort from the
report of the Controller and Auditor-General for
1937-38, which has just been issued. In his previous
report, it will be recalled, the Auditor-General mentioned several extraordinary contrasts between the
price paid for land on behalf of the Native Trust on
the one hand and its value, as declared some time
earlier, on the other hand ; in one of those cases, the
Government bought a farm at five times the price it
had fetched five years earlier, and in another instance
at nearly six times the price paid for it only two years
before. The present report, it is true, mentions no
such extreme example ; on the contrary, the AuditorGeneral is careful to point out that, for various reasons,
the prices at which farms are bought for the Native
Trust tend to be appreciably higher than their ordinary
market value—which, of course, nobody will dispute.
Obviously a large land-purchasing scheme is inclined
to send prices soaring, quite apart from the gratuitous
extras for which the Native Trust and Land Act
specially provides.
But the Auditor-General proceeds to relate, at some
length, the history of five properties which are now
held by the Native Trust ; and since all of them
are holdings which, before they were purchased for
the Native Trust, were allotted to settlers under the
Land Settlement Acts, this history is based not on vague
recollection or conflicting particulars, but on information contained in the files of the Department of Lands.
One of these properties—a farm bearing the uninviting
name of Verdwaal—was, in the course of years, denounced as very poor, both by the man who farmed
on it and by several inspectors of lands who valued
it. The former, in 1935, wrote that he could not
make a living on it, and one inspector, shortly afterwards, stated that it was " the poorest f a r m " he
had visited. As recently as March, 1937, an inspector
of lands valued the property—without improvements—
at £555.
But six months later, a member of the
Central Land Board paid a visit to Verdwaal and
declared it to be worth £1,457, plus £227 for improvements and £337 by way of solatium. It was thereupon
bought for the Native Trust at a total of £2,021.
The other instances described in the report also
show that the Native Trust paid a good deal more
for the land than it had been competently declared
to be worth only shortly before. But what is even
more important is that, in the words of the AuditorGeneral, these particulars " reveal wide differences
of opinion between the valuators of the Central Land
Board . . . and the local inspectors of lands, not
only in regard to the value, but in some cases as to the
character of the holdings."
That is disquieting
comment. O n more than one occasion in the past,
the Cape Times has called attention to the danger of
inflated prices being paid by the Government for native
land, which would impose an unjust burden not only on
the tax-paying public in general but on the segregated
native population in particular. In the last resort,
however, it is not so much a question whether this or

that price seems too high, but whether the valuation
machinery adopted is in all respects efficient, dependable and uniform. Last year the Central Land Board's
system of valuation already appeared to be open to
grave criticism, but in the light of the discrepancies
now revealed, the case for the introduction of an
independent check valuation seems overwhelming.

IRELAND
The New Valuation Bill
The Dublin Evening Mail, 20th February, reported
that the new Valuation Bill was strongly criticized
at a special meeting of the National Standing Committee,
United Irish Leaseholders' Association, held at the
offices, 73 Middle Abbey Street, Dublin. The statement goes on :—
The Committee discussed the terms of the proposed
Valuation Bill to see in what way it could be usefully
altered or amended in the interests of leaseholders
and tenants generally, with special regard to the probability of early legislation by the Government to deal
with the question of fixing fair rents for leaseholders
and town tenants.
It was decided to request the Minister for Finance
to consider introducing an amendment to the Bill
to enable the Valuation Books to be compiled in such
a way on the revaluation as to show the annual sitevalue of each holding, apart from the buildings erected
on it, and that such a proposal would help in subsequent
legislation for leaseholders and tenants to define a fair
rent.
Such a clause would simply mean providing an
extra column in the Valuation Book showing separately
the site value ; that is, what the site, if vacant, would
let for.
To

S H O W SITE

VALUE

In the 1931 Landlord and Tenant Act, the Commissioner of Valuation has certain functions in relation
to furnishing valuations for the purpose of fixing fair
rents for leaseholders and town tenants, and, under
the new leaseholders' Bill, to come shortly before the
Dail, it is intended to extend those functions so as
to simplify the process of ascertaining what is a fair
rent in any case. If the site value of a holding apart
from the buildings erected on it were shown in the
Valuation Books, both developed and undeveloped, it
is suggested that it would go a long way towards providing a satisfactory basis for fixing fair ground rents
on renewal of leases in relation to the true site value of
a holding. T h e organization claims that leaseholders
demand recognition of the principle that the entire
building built by the leaseholder, and its letting value,
is the absolute property of the leaseholder, and that
the ground landlord is not entitled to claim any portion
of its value.
T h e National Secretary (Mr Owen Mulholland) was
directed to forward the proposal to the Minister for
Finance, M r W. T. Cosgrave, Fine Gael, and M r
Wm. Norton, Labour Party, and several prominent
Deputies, with a request to them to support the proposals for an amendment to the Valuation Bill on the
lines indicated.
A Free Copy of " Land & Liberty " is an invitation
to become a Subscriber. Monthly, 2d. By
Post, 2S. 6d. a Year.
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NEWS OF THII MOVEMENT
THE UNITED COMMITTEE FOR THE TAXATION OF
LAND VALUES, LTD., 34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's,
London, E.C.4. A. W. Madsen, Secretary ; F. C. R . Douglas,
Assistant Secretary ; W. R. Lester and C. E. Crompton,
Hon Treasurers. (Telephone: City 6701. Telegrams: " Eulav,
Cent, London.")
The book Why Rents and Rates are High continues to have extraordinarily favourable reviews which have so stimulated enquiries
for it (from all over the country) that we have to contemplate an
early reprint. Later in the year a second and enlarged edition
may be undertaken for which enough new material has been
accumulated to make the book twice its present size. Newspaper
articles and correspondents are constantly taking information from
its pages. Most noteworthy are the whole page reproduction of
numerous examples in Forward of Glasgow, 18th February—" The
Big Land R a m p , " and the Leader Page display, " London Streets
are Paved with Gold,'" by Roy Nash, in the London Star of 22nd
February. Elsewhere we reprint the review in the magazine
Labour. Very helpful notices and commendations have appeared
in the Journal of the Working Men's College, Crowndale Road,
N.W.I, the Reading Citizen, and other papers.
The Surrey Ratepayers Federation and the Council of the Home
Counties Federation are giving consideration to the Rating of Land
Values. That the members of the enquiry committees may have
opportunity for thorough study, each has received the books Land
Value Rating, Why Rents and Rates are High, and other relevant
literature.
The Kilburn Times and the Willesden Chronicle gave excellent notices
to the meeting of the East Willesden Rotary Club addressed by
A. W . Madsen on 31st January. M r Madsen speaks at the Pinner
Liberal Association on 3rd March and he will be present (with
M. Daude Bancel of Paris) at the Annual Congress of the Dutch
League in Utrecht on 11th March.
O n 7th February, reported in the Cambridge Daily Mews and the
Independent Press, P . J . W. Henderson of Emmanuel College, addressed
the Cambridge Liberal Association. He insisted that the Liberal
Party must base its reforms on the taxation of the site value of the
land.
Capt. A. R . McDougal, in two long letters to the Scotsman, 8th
and 20th February, showed the injury being done to agriculture by
doles and subsidies, and deplored the Government's intended price
assurance policy as ultimately benefiting landowners and bondholders " as its real sponsors well know."
Correspondence columns of the East Anglian Daily Times continue
to be spaciously devoted to the keen controversy on Land Value
Taxation with R . R . Stokes, M.P., as chief protagonist.
James Haxton addressed the St. Andrews Rotary Club on
8th February, well reported in the local Citizen and also in the
Scotsman.
" Tax the Land Gamblers " was an article occupying a whole
page in John Bull of 28th January. Each of His Majesty's Ministers,
it says, could make disclosures that would shock this country showing,
by examples of the land monopoly.
A. S. Munsie writes that the second reading debate on the
London County Council Bill was moved on 1st February, at the
Glasgow Southern Parliamentary Debating Society and carried on
the 8th without a division.
H . T . Feilden, always busy with his pen m the Crosby Herald
and other papers, writes : " The Chairman of the Labour Party,
the Secretary and others, also Ratepayers' Councillors and independent Aldermen friends have assured us they like to follow this matter
of changing the rating system and it is going to be a main plank of
Labour here henceforth."
Andrew J . Lutton has recently had two letters in the Larne
Times. He writes us : " It is time I was learning to speak out."
H e has certainly done so very persuasively.
" The L.C.C. Bill must not be allowed to pass," was the assertion of propertied interests in the Pudsey and Stanningley Mews, a
challenge ably taken up in letters from J o e Walker of Yeadon,
near Leeds. It was M r Walker who organized the fine meeting
on 26th February addressed by F. C. R . Douglas ; on 26th March
R. R. Stokes, M.P., will be speaking in the same place, Temperance
Hall, Yeadon, at 7 p.m.
Arranged by the United Committee, D. L. Layzell addressed
the West Lay ton Labour Party on 19 th February.
T . Atholl Robertson, ex-M.P. and a contributor " Justice,"
have had useful " Press conversations " in the Palmers Green Gazette
with our old adversary, M r F. Ferrier Tomlin; another chapter in
the widespread discussions the L.G.C. Bill has evoked.
In other columns reports of like activities are given. To our
own information, gathered from Press cuttings received during the
February month we should add Dr S. Vere Pearson's article on
the " Geographical Distribution of Population" in Town and
Country Planning ; the letters (8) in the Bristol Evening World and the
Western Daily Press by Kenneth E. Abbott, E. J . Brierley and other
Bristol correspondents ; the reported address (North Middlesex

Chronicle) by Councillor A. E. Lauder at the Southgate Burgesses'
Association ; meeting in Paddington on the L.C.C. Bill (Kilburn
Times) addressed by Herbert Morrison, M.P., and R. R. Stokes,
M.P. ; " Land Values," three letters in the Staffordshire Evening
Sentinel ; W. R. Ryland in the South London Press ; E. Whitfield,
prospective Labour candidate, in the Bucks Free Press ; and letters
in local newspapers by Mrs J . G. Sumner, Blackburn ; C. H.
Batty, Hendon ; A. W. Dakers, Newcastle ; M. J . Stewart,
Bishop's Stortford ; A. Williams Price, Wrexham ; and others,
using pen names.
Much of the daily work in the office consists in supplying correspondents with requested facts or arguments to assist them in this
good Press and platform work. It is a service gladly rendered.
ENGLISH LEAGUE : Frederick Verinder, General Secretary,
34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's, London, E.C. 4. (Telephone:
City 6701.)
The following meetings have been arranged for March :—
Wed., 1st—Barkingside Women's Co-operative Guild, Parish Hall,
Mossford Green, Barkingside : H . G. Chancellor.
3 p.m.
Rushey Green W.C.G., Co-operative Hall, Davenport
Road, Catford : Fredk. Verinder. 3 p.m.
Thur., 2nd—West Norwood W.C.G., Co-operative Stores, Norwood
Road : Fredk. Verinder. 3 p.m.
Tues., 7th—Walthamstow W.C.G., Co-operative Hall, Hoe Street :
Fredk. Verinder. 2.30 p.m.
Thur., 16th—West Walthamstow Labour Party (Women's Section),
William Morris Hall, Somers Road : Fredk. Verinder.
3 p.m.
Wed., 22nd—Rotherhithe W.C.G., Christ Church Hall, Cathay
Street, Union Road : Fredk. Verinder, " Who ought
to pay the Rates ? " 3 p.m.
Tues., 28th—Alperton W.C.G., Methodist Hall, Ealing Road,
Wembley : Fredk. Verinder. 3 p.m.
The General Secretary addressed the Land and Liberty Discussion
Club on 23rd February on " Henry George as I Knew Him."
Mr R. R. Stokes, M.P., who was to have filled that date, being
unable to do so, the subject was chosen as an appropriate one for
the year in which the Centenary of Henry George's birth (2nd
September, 1839) is to be celebrated. 26th February is an
interesting anniversary. O n that date in 1889 Mr Wm. Saunders,
L.C.C., Hon. Treasurer of the English League, at one of the very
earliest meetings of the newly established London County Council,
moved the appointment of a committee to consider the best method
of valuing land, with a view to the Rating of Land Values. Henry
George gave evidence before the Land Valuation Committee then
set up. This was the first step towards the great agitation on the
part of municipal authorities in Great Britain, which has culminated
in the London Rating (Site Values) Bill, 1939, promoted by the
London County Council, and rejected by the Tory majority in the
House of Commons. Through all the intervening years the League
has persistently worked for the Rating of Land Values, and, needless
to say, it will not slacken its efforts till justice is done.
The first session of the Land and Liberty Discussion Club closes
at the end of this month. Everyone who has attended the meetings,
or even seen the syllabus, has expressed admiration of the wide
range of the important public questions discussed and the high
standing of the speakers who have opened the discussions, and the
speakers have all been highly pleased with the discussions which
followed their addresses.
LAND AND LIBERTY DISCUSSION CLUB (under the auspices
of the English League). Meetings held at 34 Knightrider
Street, St. Paul's, London, E.C.4, on Thursday evenings at
7.15 p.m. W. E. Fox, Hon Secretary.
March 2nd.—" Hitler's Claim to Colonies." Kenneth Fairfax.
„
9th.—" On the Land—in Australia." L. S. Piddington
(formerly of Queensland, Australia).
„ 16th.—" Rating of Site Values." F. C. R. Douglas, M.A.,
L.C.C. (Vice-Chairman of Finance Committee,
L.C.C.).
„ 23rd—" The Agrarian Problem in Spain." Geoffrey T .
Garratt (Parliamentary Committee for Spain).
„ 30th—" How the English People became Landless." G. H .
Couzens (English League for Taxation of Land
Values).
By an undesigned coincidence Councillor Douglas's address on
16th March will be given on the fifty-third anniversary of the motion
made by Wm. Saunders, M.P., Hon. Treasurer of the English
League, in the House of Commons, for the taxation of land values
(16th March, 1886). T h e motion, with Mr Saunders' consent
was referred to the Select Committee on Town Holdings, before
which he afterwards gave evidence.
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Readers are also asked to note that a meeting of the Manchester
HENRY G E O R G E F R E E D O M LEAGUE : William Reid,
Henry George Club will be held on Friday, 14th April, when
Secretary, 9 Woodside Crescent, Glasgow, C.3. (Telephone,
the speaker will be the Rev. Leslie Artingstall, B.A. M r Artingstall
Douglas 5599.)
The School of Social Science now devotes one hour to a general is the General Secretary of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, and
,
discussion based on past lessons, or on some current topic to which author of Towards a Christian Economic.
Letters by Mr Owen and M r Ginders have been printed in the
previous study has an application. New members may therefore
begin with profit even when they have missed the earlier part of Manchester Guardian, and by M r Owen, M r Douglas and the Secrethe session. Members might assist by persuading young friends tary in the Stockport Express. In a recent issue of the Warrington
Labour News appeared an excellent leading article dealing with the
to attend and thus whet their desire for more precise study.
Newspaper paragraphs led us to expect a meeting or conference, rating of land values.
to be convened by the local Labour organization, in February,
C L I T H E R O E AND D I S T R I C T BRANCH OF T H E MANon the Rating of Land Values. It has not materialized as yet.
CHESTER LAND VALUES LEAGUE : M r J . Riston, Hon.
Members of the League discussed " Our Attitude towards
Secretary, 45 Kirkmoor Road, Clitheroe.
Political Parties " on Tuesday, 28th February. M r Otto Ommer
We are indebted to Mrs F. G. Sumner for the following report
opened the discussion.
.
of meetings held in connection with the classes of the Henry George
A Rating Reform Association has been formed in Dundee, a
School of Social Science :—
prominent member being Mr James H. MacMurchie.
The
On 2nd February: Mr Leo Tomlinson, of Clitheroe, addressed
second last paragraph of its manifesto begins as follows, viz. :—
the class on " Fear." He quoted from Progress and Poverty, pointing
" Think ! There need not be any taxes. Taxing is the make- out how much fear dominates our lives and stressing the point
shift of evildoers. Public services ought not to depend on private
that the economic freedom under the Henry George system would
nurses ; public services should be attached to site values."
eradicate much of this fear.
In the Dundee " P a r l i a m e n t " the Chancellor of the Exchequer
O n the 9th : M r J . L. Hamilton gave a paper on Karl Marx
has carried his Budget, imposing a tax of 2 d. per £ on the capital and the Land Question." He said most Socialists stopped short
value of all lands in the United Kingdom. Ex-Provost James
at Books I and II, and did not pursue Book I I I to its logical conCoutts, of Newport, is Chancellor of the Exchequer."
clusion that the appropriation of the people from the soil was the
Among letters published by newspapers we trace one headed
root of the economic evils from which we suffer.
" Land Nationalization Impossible," signed J . M . He argues
O n the 16th : Mr J . Sharpies, Secretary of the Blackburn ' Peace
that the only practical remedy is to nationalize rent. Letter
Pledge Union," addressed the class on Tolstoi, author, mystic
appeared in Ross-shire Journal.
„„.•
and pacifist. M r Sharpies is an enthusiastic member of the P.P.U.
Mrs A. McGrouther had two letters recently in the Bulletin, He told us he had read M r D. J . J . Owen's Practical Steps to Peace,
Glasgow, and Mr A. J . Mace had one in the Clydebank Press on
and was in full agreement with it.
" A Subsidy for Farm Wages," showing that subsidies increase
rent and not wages. He has sent letters to Glasgow evening papers Y O R K S H I R E AND N O R T H E R N LEAGUE : F. Skirrow,
and had one published in the Bulletin under the heading of " Scotland
Secretary, Tanfield Buildings, 129 Skipton Road, Keighley.
a Nation." In it he says the people of Scotland suffer far more
About 80 copies of a second duplicated broadsheet giving an
from Scottish landlordism than from English government.
example from Land & Liberty, and a quotation from Henry George,
At time of writing the Secretary and others have topical letters
were sent to selected addresses by our colleagues, C. H. Jones and
awaiting publication.
H. Binns.
O n 25th January P. V. Olver addressed a Leeds W.O.Lr.
WELSH LEAGUE : Eustace A. Davies, Hon. Secretary, 27 Park
The Secretary addressed the Brighouse M.C.G. on 8th February.
Place, Cardiff. (Telephone 1563.)
Letters to the Press have appeared as follows : J . W. Booth (3)
The Annual Meeting of the League will be held at 2.30 p.m. on
in the Yorkshire Observer ; C. H. Smithson in The Friend and in the
Saturday, 1st April, at the Park Hotel, Cardiff. This will be
Halifax Courier ; the Secretary in The Keighley News.
followed by a public meeting at 3.30 p.m. to be addressed by
M r John Archer's essay, " H e n r y George, Pathfinder to the
Councillor F. C. R . Douglas, London.
^
Economics of God," has had a very good reception in New York.
The Henry George Study Circle resumes on Thursday, 23rd
He has received the following acknowledgment from Mrs
February, at 27 Park Place, at 7.45 p.m. The co-operation of the
Wambough, of the Schalkenbach Foundation : " Mrs Anna de
secretaries of other organizations has been obtained, and it is hoped
Mille liked your address so much that she asked us to make 200
that there will be a satisfactory response by intending students.
copies of it and send one each to the leaders of all the 168 Henry
Mr C A. Gardner, Mr Gwalchmai James and the Hon. Secretary
George Classes of Economic Science in this country. Thank you
were present at the funeral of the late Mr D. Pugh-Jones, whose
so much for this splendid material."
death on 26th January at Cardiff it was our sad duty to record in
Mr Ashley Mitchell addressed the Wakefield W.L.A. on 14th
last month's notes. At our Executive meeting on 27th February,
and the Ossett Young Liberals on 20th February.
members standing a while in silence paid a tribute of respect to
his memory.
L I V E R P O O L LEAGUE : H . T. Boothby, Chairman and Acting
The following meetings have been addressed : 8th February,
Hon. Secretary, 15 Ashdale Road, Walton, Liverpool, 9.
Left Book Club, Cardiff, M r E. S. Buck and Hon. Secretary ;
(Meeting Room : The Byrom Music Studios, Houghton
14th February, Merthyr Rotary Club, Captain F. Saw ; 15th FebStreet.)
ruary, Heath Women's Co-operative Guild, M r Meth Jones ;
23rd February, Ogmore Valley Labour Party, Captain F. Saw.
The classes of the H.G.S.S.S. mentioned in last month's Land
On 2nd March at 7 p.m. Captain F. Saw addresses the Institute
£g Liberty (addresses and guides as given) are in full swing, interest
at Gorseinon. Our colleague Mr E. Thomas, who has arranged
being well maintained.
, ^ ,
this meeting, has been well supplied by the United Committee
An advertisement in the local Press had good results, and students
with literature for distribution.
. . »» I T ?
have been brought together who otherwise could not have been
We are glad to have been in touch once again with Mr J . b.
approached : two travel 15 miles to attend.
Claxton, Secretary of Carmarthen No. 1 Branch N.U.R., and to
Letters in the Press on the justice of our rating system were well
know of his long-continued and still continuing interest in our
answered by the Treasurer of the League, Mr C. W. F. Watkinson,
movement. He offers opportunities and assistance to get fixtures
whose recommendation to study Progress and Poverty on the question
for League Speakers. M r Hopkin Morris, Director of the B.B.C.
of justice was also printed. The mention of Henry George and
Cardiff, is being supplied with a set of Henry George's works for
Progress and Poverty must surely help the spread of the gospel when it
the Station Library. We were able to put this offer forward
is made in the correspondence columns.
through the good offices of the United Committee, and Mr Hopkin
A meeting of the Crosby Ward District Divisional Rover Scouts
Morris readily availed himself of it.
held on the 10th February was addressed by Mr E . J . McManus.
MANCHESTER LEAGUE : Arthur H. Weller, J.P., Secretary,
M r McManus will also speak on " Social Justice " at the Southport
98 Sandy Lane, Manchester, 21. (Telephone : Chorlton
Co-operative Mixed Guild meeting at 45 London Street, Southport,
2914.)
on Tuesday, 28th March at 7.45 p.m.
M r D. J . J . Owen addressed the Burnage Women's Co-operative
A letter published in the Liverpool Daily Post of 31st January
Guild on 26th January, and the Secretary opened a discussion on
from the Secretary of the Liverpool and District Property Owners
" The Price of Peace," at a meeting of the Ladybarn Co-operative Association, attacking the London County Council s Rating of
Site Values Bill, brought replies from M r Cecil S. Craig, B . A ,
Comrades on 31st January.
'
_
i
The League's annual meeting will be held in St. Peters Cafe, on the 3rd and 7th February, M r E. J . McManus on the 4th
Oxford Street, Manchester, on Thursday, 23rd March, at 8 p.m. February, M r C. W. F. Watkinson on the 6th February and Mr
O. B. Sweeney on the 8th February.
.
Members are specially invited to bring interested friends to hear
The meeting night of the 8th Waterloo and District Class (E.J.
an address by M r F. C. R . Douglas, L.C.C., who has promised to
McManus, Class Guide) was changed from Tuesday to Wednesday,
speak on the London County Council's Bill for the Rating of Site
and that of the 3rd Crosby N.E. Class (Mr Cecil S. Craig, B.A.,
Values. While in Manchester M r Douglas will also address a
Class Guide) from Thursday to Tuesday. Members of previous
conference organized by the Federation of Manchester Trade and
Waterloo and District Classes will conduct the succeeding meetings
Ratepayers' Associations.
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of the Class, and, so far it has been arranged for Messrs A . J . Burton,
S. V. Thompson, C. C. Paton and R. Connell to guide the Class
discussions on Books III-VI of Progress and Poverty respectively.
CROSBY B O R O U G H H E N R Y G E O R G E F E L L O W S H I P :
S. V. Thompson, Hon. Secretary, 37 Kingswood Drive, Great
Crosby, Liverpool, 23. (Meets on first Tuesday of each
month at Thomson's Rooms, 17a Crosby Road N., Waterloo.)
Mr E. J . McManus presided at the 7th February meeting and
M r J . W. Foley opened the discussion on " Can governmental
action solve the social problem ? " M r Foley was asked to submit
his observations as a paper for the conferences to be held in connection with the centenary celebrations of the birth of Henry
George.
The Secretary read letter from the International Union relating
to the arrangements for celebrating the centenary of the birth of
Henry George. The question of members writing conference
papers and participating in conferences was considered. An
interesting letter from the Federated Chapters of the Henry George
Fellowship of the United States was also read.
At the 7th March meeting Mr C. C. Paton will open the discussion on " Is Social Credit a remedy for poverty and unemployment or can it be regarded as complementary to the Taxation of
Land Values ? "
M I D L A N D LEAGUE : Chapman Wright, Hon. Secretary, 20
Cannon Street, Birmingham, 2.
The financial statement for last year was duly audited by Mr
E. E. Sheppard. Birmingham subscriptions amounted to £ 3 4 4s.,
and Midland and other ditto to £ 1 8 l b . Expenditure included
honorarium to the Secretaiy, £ 2 0 ; share of office rent, rates, etc.,
£ 1 5 17s. 6d. ; literature, printing, stationery, £ 5 13f. 9d. ; postages,
travelling, meetings, £ 1 0 3j. Owing to expenses of compulsory
removal to adjacent office there is a deficit of about £ 4 .
On 6th February the Secretary addressed the Duddeston Guild,
and on 16th February the Handsworth Branch of the Birmingham
Co-operative Party, the subject at both meetings being, " How to
End Unemployment and Low Wages."
DERBYSHIRE LAND VALUES L E A G U E : G. Musson, Hon.
Secretary, 29 Denby Lane, Codnor, Derbyshire.
We are, and have been for some time, sending out a number of
specimen copies of Land & Liberty in this area. Recipients are asked
to write to me and say what they think of it, and they are
cordially invited to send the 2s. 6d., twelve months' subscription,
entitling them also to membership of the League. An increased
membership will mean an increase in our activities, which are
certainly not declining.
In addition to meetings advertised in last month's Land & Liberty
M r S. Stiles addressed Heanor Labour Party (Women's Section)
on 8th February. On 10th March M r F. Grace will open at
Heanor Park Street Methodist Comrades on Moral Rearmament.
P O R T S M O U T H LEAGUE : A. H. Stoakes, Hon. Secretary,
110 Baffins Road, Portsmouth.
As the result of a controversy in the local Press between M r
D. Jackson, representing the advocates of Social Credit, and
" Civitas," a member of the League, and a challenge by the former,
a public debate on " Is our defective monetary system the prime
cause of poverty and war," was held in the Wesley Central Hall,
on Wednesday, 15th February. M r W. M. Durman, J.P., presided
over a " full house."
Mr D. Jackson affirmed that insufficiency of purchasing power
and the monopoly of credit by the banks were the prime cause
of poverty and war ; " Civitas " that land speculation and monopoly
was the primary cause of unemployment, and that the private
appropriation of land value resulted in the transfer of great wealth
from producers to non-producers—the cause of poverty.
There were questions, and a lively discussion occurred in which
the local Social Creditors, who were in great force, participated.
H I G H L A N D LEAGUE : I. Mackenzie, Hon. Secretary, Queensgate Arcade, Inverness.
Bailie Hugh Fraser, in his speech at the Town Council meeting
on 9th January, when the resolution urging the rating of land
values was unanimously adopted, gave a striking example of how
the Council was held u p in their housing scheme at South Kessock.
To complete the scheme they wanted to purchase half an acre of
land on which there were two derelict houses. O n asking the
owners, Messrs MacMahon, estate agents, the price, the Housing
Committee were informed that it was £950, equivalent to £1,900
per acre.
Councillor George Mackenzie has an article in the People's
Journal on " Looking Back from Eighty Years."
A correspondence has been started in the Ross-shire Journal on
" Nationalization of the Land," by J . M .
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ACME 55

PORTABLE

CLEANSER-WRINGER

...

T h i s is a n i m p o r t a n t d a y f o r e v e r y h o u s e w i f e !
F o r t h e n e w e s t , latest, v e r y g r e a t e s t A C M E is
h e r e ! T h e A C M E 55 C l e a n s e r - W r i n g e r .
It
is n e w i n a h u n d r e d a n d o n e w a y s . N e w i n
t h e g r a c e , s h a p e a n d s h e e r loveliness of its
design. N e w in the painstaking attention to
M ^m
I .
t h e t i n i e s t d e t a i l . B u t , m o s t of all, n e w i n t h e
VI /
/ A
s e n s a t i o n a l w a y it cleanses as well as w r i n g s .
" T f
/ w
T h i s amazing cleansing action comes f r o m t h e
/
scientifically c o n t r o l l e d a n d b a l a n c e d p r e s s u r e
I 6 INCH
s y s t e m of t h e A C M E o p e r a t i n g o n s e n s i t i v e
a n d resilient r u b b e r rollers w h i c h actually
Jt
/ _
s e a r c h t h e w h o l e w a s h a n d s q u e e z e o u t all t h e
/ | U
/ A
dirt, scum, and soap along with the water.
T
/
/ U
N o matter how thoroughly the clothes are
/
w a s h e d a n d r i n s e d , t h e A C M E h a s t h e last
w o r d i n cleansing.
H e r e a r e s o m e of i t s w o n d e r f u l n e w f e a t u r e s — n e w f o l d i n g t w i n b o a r d s — n e w
two-way d r a i n — n e w reversible handle—new telephone lifting grip—new
p r e s s e d steel f r a m e — n e w stainless c h r o m i u m a n d g l e a m i n g b l u e e n a m e l —
a n d , of c o u r s e , a n A C M E 10 y e a r s ' f r e e r e p l a c e m e n t g u a r a n t e e .
W r i n g e r - M a n g l e - C l e a n s e r all in o n e ! E v e r y t h i n g f r o m a b i b t o a h e a v y b l a n k e t .

ACME Folding
CLEANSER-WRINGER
T h i s n e w m o d e l is a real s p a c e
saver for the m o d e r n home.
It
folds u p i n t o remarkably small space
a n d is a b s o l u t e l y r i g i d in u s e .
It
will t a k e a n y size o r s h a p e of d o l l y
t u b , zinc or e n a m e l bath.
Two
r u b b e r c a s t o r s e n a b l e it t o b e easily
wheeled into position and the adjustable r u b b e r feet ensure rigidity
on an uneven floor.

ACME

Cabinet
CLEANSER-WRINGER

This model represents the
greatest stride towards the
p e r f e c t i o n of h o m e w a s h i n g
equipment. Amazing compactness,
utility
convenience,
strength
and
r i g i d i t y . W i l l t a k e a n y size
of d o l l y t u b , z i n c o r e n a m e l
b a t h . B u i l t of steel f o u r
times stronger than cast-iron
T h e p a n e l s of t h e C a b i n e t
a r e finished i n m o t t l e d , n o n chipping enamel in four
d i f f e r e n t finishes t o m a t c h
any colour
scheme—blue
mottle, green mottle, grey
m o t t l e , a n d oak f i n i s h . F o r
easy m o v e m e n t , this m a c h i n e is fitted w i t h r u b b e r
castors a n d a n adjustable
f o o t is also fitted t o e n s u r e
rigidity o n u n e v e n floors.
T h e white porcelain enamel
t a b l e t o p is 2 0 i n . x 2 6 i n .
T h e h e i g h t of t h e C a b i n e t
is 32 i n .
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